Role Description | Local Coordinator

An EFPSA Social Impact Initiative (SII) Local Coordinator (LC) is a contact person between their local volunteers and the SII team. They will oversee the whole process of the workshops' cycles and report back to the SII team. It is a position for people who are interested in implementing the “Better Together” campaign in their city/region/country.

The LC’s main responsibilities:

- Being in contact with and coordinating a local group of volunteers on behalf of EFPSA SII, whilst providing them with the materials, guidelines, and information required;
- Gathering the group of volunteers and finding participants;
- Having regular meetings with the volunteers, in order to overview how the campaign is going;
- Promoting the project among potential volunteers and participants;
- Contacting local organisations and possible venues for the implementation of the campaign;
- Arranging and scheduling a training session for all volunteers;
- Taking care of the evaluation process;
- Participating in the workshops.
- Being in charge of the Facebook and/or Instagram Page of their country if they have it (there should be only one page/account per country);
- Writing monthly updates via email to the SII mentor and attending the meetings with your mentor.

By gathering a group of local volunteers and implementing a meaningful campaign, you can help decrease discrimination and increase social inclusion. Join the campaign and be one of the many psychology students around Europe who will make a change!

Do not worry, after you get selected, a mentor from the Social Impact Initiative will help you through the whole mandate. The online applications (here) close on the 15th of August 2021 at 23:59 CEST. For any questions, do not hesitate to contact us via socialimpact@efpsa.org